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ABSTRACT Bacteriophage assembly frequently begins with the formation of a precursor capsid that serves as a DNA
packaging machine. The DNA packaging is accompanied by a morphogenesis of the small round precursor capsid into a large
polyhedral DNA-containing mature phage. In vitro, this transformation can be induced by heat or chemical treatment of P22
procapsids. In this work, we examine bacteriophage P22 morphogenesis by comparing three-dimensional structures of capsids
expanded both in vitro by heat treatment and in vivo by DNA packaging. The heat-expanded capsid reveals a structure that is
virtually the same as the in vivo expanded capsid except that the pentons, normally present at the icosahedral ﬁvefold positions,
have been released. The similarities of these two capsid structures suggest that the mechanism of heat expansion is similar to
in vivo expansion. The loss of the pentons further suggests the necessity of speciﬁc penton-hexon interactions during
expansion. We propose a model whereby the penton-hexon interactions are stabilized through interactions of DNA, coat
protein, and other minor proteins. When considered in the context of other studies using chemical or heat treatment of capsids,
our study indicates that penton release may be a common trend among double-stranded DNA containing viruses.
INTRODUCTION
Viruses such as the herpesviruses (Rixon, 1993) and ade-
noviruses (D’Halluin et al., 1978) and some bacteriophage
including lambda, HK97, T4, and P22 actively package
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) into preformed precursor
capsids known as procapsids (Casjens and Hendrix, 1988;
King and Chiu, 1997). During packaging of the viral or phage
genomes, these procapsids undergo complex structural transi-
tions in a process called maturation. Characteristic features of
maturation are the removal of internal scaffolding protein
accompanied by conformational changes of the capsid protein
resulting in capsid lattice rearrangements and enlargement of
overall capsid capacity.These structural rearrangements stabi-
lize the capsid thereby protecting the genome residing within
the virus.
In the Salmonella bacteriophage P22, 420 molecules
of folded monomeric coat protein interact with 150–300
molecules of scaffolding protein, a portal protein complex,
and pilot proteins to form the procapsid (King et al., 1976;
King and Chiu, 1997). DsDNA is actively packaged into the
P22 procapsid by DNA packaging proteins accompanied by
scaffolding protein exit through holes in the procapsid lattice
(Bazinet andKing, 1985; King andCasjens, 1974; King et al.,
1973). A structural transformation from the procapsid lattice
to the mature virus also occurs during DNA packaging, in-
creasing the average diameter of the capsid by 10% (Zhang
et al., 2000). Within the resulting mature phage, the DNA is
tightly packed within the capsid to the density of liquid
crystal (Cerritelli et al., 1997; Lepault et al., 1987), so the
capsid must also be stable enough to counter the force of such
a highly packed ionic material.
Distinct energies and forces are used in the assembly and
maturation processes. Assembly of P22 procapsids proceeds
through speciﬁc protein:protein interactions without the in-
put of an additional energy source such as ATP. Interactions
between coat proteins seem to be primarily hydrophobic
(Teschke and King, 1993) whereas coat protein-scaffolding
protein interactions are ionic in nature (Parker and Prevelige,
1998). In contrast, a precursor capsid will not undergo the
structural transition to the mature viral capsid without some
energy input (Galisteo and King, 1993; Tuma et al., 1998).
In vivo, this energy is derived from the DNA packaging
ATPases (Botstein et al., 1973; King et al., 1978). In vitro,
physical forces such as the addition of heat or low concen-
trations of agents that destabilize protein structure, such as
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or denaturants, will induce
the expansion of precursor capsids to the mature viral lattice
(Capen and Teschke, 2000; Earnshaw et al., 1976; Galisteo
and King, 1993). Since the capsids do not dissociate during
expansion, the forces involved in expansion must not be
greater than those involved in the protein:protein inter-
actions that hold the capsid together or be compensated for
by additional interactions such as capsid protein:DNA inter-
actions. Indeed, expansion in P22 produces 90 kJ/mol of
exothermic energy, only around 5% of the energy required for
capsid denaturation (Galisteo and King, 1993; Steven, 1993).
In previous investigations of bacteriophage P22 morpho-
genesis, heat has been the most frequently used method to
induce the structural transition from the procapsid to the ex-
panded viral lattice in vitro. The presumption in these studies
was that the heat-induced expanded structure was identical to
the in vivo-expanded structure as judged by low-resolu-
tion negative-stain electron micrographs of both structures
(Galisteo and King, 1993). Here, we have determined the
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structure of heat-expanded and in vivo-expanded P22 capsids
by electron cryomicroscopy and three-dimensional recon-
struction to determine whether the in vivo and in vitro ex-
pansion processes follow the same mechanism and result in
the same capsid structure. Although we ﬁnd that the dimen-
sions of both structures are identical, the heat-expanded
capsids have released coat protein subunits from the penton
positions in the lattice. Our results lead us to suggest a model
whereby the DNA and pilot proteins may play an additional
important role in stabilizing penton-hexon interactions, as
both are missing from the in vitro-expanded capsids, es-
pecially during the lattice transformation in maturation.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Capsid preparation
Procapsids and in vivo-expanded empty phage heads were prepared as
previously described (Galisteo and King, 1993; Prevelige et al., 1988;
Teschke and Fong, 1996). Brieﬂy, Salmonella typhimurium were grown
at 288C to 4 3 108 cells/mL and infected with either bacteriophage P22
carrying amber mutations in gene 2 or 3 so that DNA packaging is blocked
resulting in production of procapsids, or an amber mutation in gene 4 that
allows DNA packaging but does not maintain the DNA within the capsid
resulting in in vivo-expanded heads that do not contain DNA. In both cases,
an amber mutation in gene 13 that blocks cell lysis, was also used. The
infected cells were grown for 4.5 h and pelleted by centrifugation. After
suspension in a small amount of buffer, the cells were lysed by one or two
freeze/thaw cycles. The thawed lysate was brought to a ﬁnal concentration of
0.1 M phenylmethylsulfonyl ﬂuoride (PMSF), treated with RNase and
DNase, and the procapsids (from a 2- 13- amber or 3- 13- amber infection)
or empty phage heads (from a 4- 13- amber infection) were pelleted in
a Beckman L7-65 with a Ti60 rotor at 45,000 rpm for 35 min. The pellets of
procapsids or empty phage heads were shaken overnight at 48C in a small
amount of buffer with PMSF and puriﬁed over a Sephacryl S1000 column
(Pharmacia LKB, Uppsala, Sweden). The procapsids or empty phage heads
were pelleted, suspended in buffer, and stored at 48C.
Empty procapsid shells were prepared from procapsids by repeated
treatment at 48C with buffer containing PMSF and 0.5 M guanidine hy-
drochloride (GuHCl), which extracts scaffolding protein while leaving the
empty capsid shells intact. After each incubation with GuHCl, the shells
were pelleted as above and the pellets suspended in buffer. After the third
extraction, the empty procapsid shells were stored in buffer at 48C.
Heat-expanded capsids were obtained from procapsids or empty pro-
capsid shells (1 mg/ml) that were incubated at 708C for 15 min. This tem-
perature and time were shown previously to cause [95% expansion of
wild-type empty procapsid shells without loss of sample to aggregate (Capen
and Teschke, 2000). To conﬁrm that expansion had occurred, the samples
were run on 1.2% Seakem HGT agarose gels (Capen and Teschke, 2000;
Galisteo and King, 1993).
Electron cryomicroscopy and image processing
Capsid samples were applied to 400-mesh copper grids prepared with holey
carbonﬁlms, rapidly plunged into liquid ethane, and imagedwhilemaintained
at1808C using an FEI (Hillsboro, OR) CM200-FEG transmission electron
microscope outﬁtted with a Gatan (Pleasanton, CA) cold holder, TV, and 1k
3 1k CCD camera. Images were recorded using low dose conditions (10–12
e/A˚2) at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV and a nominal magniﬁcation of
38,0003. Electron micrographs were visually inspected for quality and
particle distribution. Suitable micrographs were scanned using a Phodis/
SCAI ﬂatbed scanner (Z/I Imaging, Englewood, CO)with a step size of 7mm,
and then twofold averaged to an effective scan size of 3.68 A˚ per pixel.
Structure determination of capsids was performed similarly to previously
determined bacteriophage P22 structures (Thuman-Commike et al., 1999).
The heat-expanded capsid three-dimensional structure was determined
using 134 particles imaged at;1.7mm underfocus and the in vivo-expanded
empty phage head three-dimensional structure was determined using 105
particles imaged at ;2.0 mm underfocus. All particles were visually in-
spected to ensure no procapsid particles were selected or processed with the
expanded particles. The ﬁnal resolution of each reconstruction was veriﬁed
to be 24 A˚ using the Fourier ring correlation coefﬁcient (Radermacher, 1988;
van Heel, 1987) and the amplitude-weighted mean phase difference (Frank
et al., 1981). The difference maps were computed as the algebraic difference
between all corresponding points in the reconstructions for which the density
was at or above the contour threshold level (Marvik et al., 1995).
RESULTS
In vitro heat-expanded and
in vivo-expanded capsids
Heat-expanded capsids were produced both with and without
GuHCl treatment to release the scaffolding protein before
heat expansion. In Fig. 1 A, each of the investigated samples
was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Both heat expansion and
GuHCl treatment cause release of scaffolding protein from
within the procapsid (Fuller and King, 1981; Galisteo and
King, 1993). Empty phage heads were produced in vivo by
allowing procapsids within infected cells to package DNA,
but not tomaintain the DNAwithin the phage capsids. During
in vivo packaging, the scaffolding protein is released from the
procapsid for use in further rounds of assembly and the capsid
lattice expands (King and Casjens, 1974). Notice that the lane
of in vivo-expanded empty phage heads in Fig. 1A appears to
have residual scaffolding protein. This is due to the presence
of a small quantity of procapsids in the preparation.
In vivo-expanded empty phage heads were chosen for this
investigation rather than phage heads that contain DNA
because they allow us to more readily compare the features
of the in vivo- and in vitro-expanded capsids without in-
terference from the internal DNA. Fig. 1 B shows the
migration of procapsids, heat-expanded capsids, and empty
phage heads (i.e., in vivo-expanded capsids) on an agarose
gel. In these gels, proteins migrate according to their surface
charge:mass ratio. So at a constant charge, a decrease in mass
of the proteins will cause the proteins to migrate further into
the gel (Serwer et al., 1986). Empty procapsid shells that were
treated with GuHCl run in the same position as procapsids
(data not shown). The heat-expanded capsids run slower than
procapsids on the agarose gel, as has been observed
previously (Capen and Teschke, 2000; Galisteo and King,
1993). Notice also that the in vivo-expanded empty phage
heads migrate further into the gel than the heat-expanded
procapsids. As we ﬁnd that the overall mass of the heat-
expanded capsids is reduced (see below), the migration of the
heat-expanded capsids must be different than the in vivo-
expanded capsids because of either a change in diameter or
surface charge, or both (Serwer et al., 1986). Both types of
capsids have the same diameter (see below); consequently the
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change in migration must be due to an increase in overall
charge to more basic.
Electron cryomicroscopy and image processing
Image reconstruction was performed on both the in vitro- and
in vivo-expanded capsids with each showing comparable
results during all stages of data processing and in the
resulting three-dimensional reconstructions. For simplicity,
in the following we show the data associated with the heat-
expanded capsid that was not treated with GuHCl before heat
treatment. Fig. 2, A and B, show the resulting electron cryo-
microscopy images. Notice that overall the heat-expanded
capsid appears as a spherical thin-shelled empty capsid
(Fig. 2 A) whereas the in vivo-expanded empty phage head
appears as a larger polyhedral capsid (Fig. 2 B).
The three-dimensional heat-expanded capsid structure re-
veals that the capsid is a T ¼ 7 icosahedron that lacks the
ﬁve subunits positioned around the icosahedral ﬁvefold axis
(Fig. 3). The absence of these ﬁve subunits results in the
spherical appearance of the heat-expanded capsids in the
images (Fig. 2 A). It should be noted, however, that the heat-
expanded capsid is actually polyhedral in that the unit triangle
with vertices at the ﬁvefold axis is primarily ﬂat in contrast
to the curved unit triangle that is present in the spherical
precursor procapsid (Prasad et al., 1993). Thus, the heat-
expanded capsids appear spherical because the pentons of
coat protein positioned at the icosahedral ﬁvefold positions
have been released from the capsid (Fig. 3 A) during heat
expansion. The heat-expanded structure is consistent with the
results of our nondenaturing agarose gel; the change in
mobility of the heat-expanded capsids is likely the result of
the release of the pentons, thereby exposing basic subunit
interfaces. In support of our observation, the surfaces be-
tween neighboring subunits of the distantly related phage
HK97 have been shown to have many basic amino acids
(Conway et al., 2001).
Comparison of heat-expanded capsid to
in vivo-expanded empty phage head
Visual comparison of the heat-expanded capsid (Fig. 3 A)
to the in vivo-expanded empty phage head (Fig. 3 B)
FIGURE 1 Comparison of procapsids, heat-ex-
panded capsids, and in vivo-expanded capsids on
(A) a 10% SDS-PAGE to evaluate protein compo-
sition and (B) a nondenaturing 1.2% agarose gel
showing the change in expansion that occurs upon
heat treatment. In panel A, the molecular weight
markers are shown indicated on the right and the
identity of the phage proteins on the left. In panelB,
the poles for the electrophoresis are shown on the
right.
FIGURE 2 Selected regions of 200kv FEG electron cryomicroscopy
images of (A) heat-expanded capsids and (B) in vivo-expanded empty phage
heads. The arrow indicates an apparent hole in the shell of the heat-expanded
capsid. The outlines around two of the capsids demonstrate the more
spherical shape of the heat-expanded capsid compared to the in vivo-
expanded empty head. Scale bar, 500 A˚.
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shows that the capsids are remarkably similar. Both have
skewed hexons and ﬂat faces. The heat-expanded capsid
has a maximal outer diameter of 680 A˚ and an average
outer diameter of 585 A˚. The in vivo-expanded empty
phage head has a maximal outer diameter of 710 A˚ and an
average outer diameter of 585 A˚. Although the diameter of
the empty phage head appears signiﬁcantly larger, this
additional size is a result of the protruding pentons present
in the in vivo-expanded empty phage head. The shells of
both capsids are ;45 A˚ thick and extend to an inner radius
of 270 A˚.
Quantitative comparison using difference maps conﬁrms
the capsids are very similar (Fig. 4, A–D). The most signiﬁ-
cant differences, visible to beyond 3 s above the mean in the
difference maps, appear at the regions surrounding the penton
positions on the outer surface of the heat-expanded capsid
(Fig. 4 A) and on the inner surface of the in vivo-expanded
empty head (Fig. 4 D). These differences result from the
absence of the pentons in the heat-expanded capsid (Fig. 4A,
outlined region) and from the coat proteins located nearest to
the penton hole, on the heat-expanded capsid, residing at
a lower radius than those of the in vivo-expanded empty
phage head (Fig. 4 D, outlined region). In addition, smaller,
less signiﬁcant differences, visible to only 2 s above the
mean in the difference maps, appear just beneath the inner
surface of the in vivo-expanded empty phage head (data not
shown). These differences are near the proposed regions of
coat/scaffold interaction (Thuman-Commike et al., 1999). No
signiﬁcant differences are observed on the outer in vivo-
expanded empty head or inner heat-expanded capsid (Fig. 4,
B and C).
Variability of released pentons
Examination of the ﬁvefold region of the heat-expanded
capsids at different density levels shows some variability
in the absence of the coat subunits at the penton position
(Fig. 5, A–D). Speciﬁcally, at a density level corresponding
to 1.0 s above the mean (Fig. 5C), a small amount of density
is observed at the penton, and at 0.75 s above the mean (Fig.
5 D), a partial penton is observed.
To examine the nature of this variability, we performed
a computational comparison of three-dimensional structures
generated from various ratios of computed projection images
using the heat-expanded capsid and in vivo-expanded empty
phage head reconstructions. In this comparison we examined
the simulated reconstruction of a capsid composed of x per-
cent of the in vivo-expanded empty phage head computed
projection images and y percent of heat-expanded capsid
images to identify a ratio that produced similar visible penton
density to that of the heat-expanded capsid structure. We
found that using 2–4% in vivo-expanded empty phage
head images combined with 98–96% heat-expanded capsid
images, the density located at the penton position is ob-
servable at the same s-levels as in the heat expanded capsid
reconstruction. Since our three-dimensional reconstruction
of the heat expanded capsid consists of ;150 images, this
means that one of the following is a possible conﬁguration
of the heat-expanded capsids in our reconstruction: 4–6
capsids have not lost any pentons, one penton within
every three capsids has not been released, or two pentons in
every six capsids have not been released, etc. Although we
cannot predict the particular mixture of nonreleased pentons,
these results demonstrate that the total number of non-
released penton is small and not likely to be of signiﬁcant
consequence.
DISCUSSION
Heat expansion is comparable to
in vivo expansion
Our results show that in vitro-expanded capsids are the same
as in vivo-expanded capsids except that the pentons have
been released. Heat-expanded capsids are routinely used in
experiments in place of in vivo-expanded capsids (Capen
and Teschke, 2000; Galisteo and King, 1993; Parker and
Prevelige, 1998; Teschke and Fong, 1996; Tuma et al., 1998).
The overall similarities of the heat-expanded capsids validate
FIGURE 3 Outer surface representation of (A) the heat-
expanded capsid and (B) the in vivo-expanded empty head
three-dimensional reconstructions viewed from the icosa-
hedral threefold axis. The unit triangle and one hexon have
been outlined on each capsid for a point of reference.
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many of these previous studies using heat-expanded capsids.
The caveat is that our results also demonstrate that heat-
expanded capsids lack pentons. Thus, heat-expanded capsids
have large (100 A˚ diameter) holes not present in the in vivo-
expanded capsids. We should note that our observations do
not indicate if the heat expansion follows the same pathway
as in vivo expansion except that the resulting structure is the
same apart from the loss of pentons.
In vitro heat expansion affects
penton-hexon interactions
The absence of pentons in heat-expanded capsids suggests
a destabilization of the coat protein:coat protein interactions
between neighboring penton and hexon subunits that results
in the release of the pentons. Our observations do not indi-
cate if this release takes place during or after expansion has
occurred. To answer this question, we heated both in vivo-
expanded capsids with and without DNA and imaged the
resulting capsids using negative-stain electron microscopy
(data not shown). The in vivo-expanded capsids with DNA
do not appear to be affected by heat treatment, other than the
possible loss of DNA by a few capsids. Because the pre-
paration of in vivo-expanded capsids lacking DNA nec-
essarily results in a small population of procapsids, heat
treatment of this sample cannot be deﬁnitive. However, the
majority of the imaged capsids did not have released pen-
tons. These results suggest the pentons are released during
heat expansion.
Perhaps release of the pentons during heat expansion is
not surprising, since during procapsid maturation, the radial
position of the penton moves outward 75 A˚ from 610 A˚ to
FIGURE 4 Difference maps denoting the signiﬁcant
differences between the heat-expanded and in vivo-
expanded empty head capsids. Algebraic difference maps
(Marvik et al., 1995) were used to identify and conﬁrm
statistically signiﬁcant structural differences. The densities
are displayed at 2 s above the mean of the difference map.
(A–B) In white is the surface representation of the heat-
expanded capsid and shown in blue is the difference map
representing features present in the empty phage head but
absent from the heat-expanded capsid. (C–D) In gray is the
surface representation of the in vivo-expanded empty
phage head and shown in pink is the difference map
representing features present in the heat-expanded capsid
but absent from the empty phage head. The left panels are
a view of the outer surface and the right panels are a view
of the inner surface. The outlined regions denote the
differences signiﬁcant to beyond 3 s above the mean of the
difference maps and are attributable to the loss of the
pentons. The position of the unit triangle is outlined on
both the inner and outer surface as a point of reference.
FIGURE 5 Zoomed-in view of the penton position for the (A) in vivo-
expanded empty head and (B–D) heat-expanded capsid. The empty head in
panelA and the heat-expanded capsid in panel B are shown at a density level
of 1.5 s above the mean. The heat-expanded capsid in panel C is shown at
1.0 s above the mean and in panel D it is shown at 0.75 s above the mean.
Notice that as the contour threshold decreases, additional density becomes
visible at the heat-expanded penton. Thresholds beyond 0.75 s above the
mean contain large amounts of noise, indicating any additional density
displayed for the penton is not statistically signiﬁcant.
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685 A˚ (Zhang et al., 2000). In comparison, the average radial
change incurred during expansion of the entire capsid is only
50 A˚ (Zhang et al., 2000). The penton undergoes the largest
radial change of the seven quasiequivalent coat protein
subunits within the P22 icosahedral lattice, accounting for
the overall polyhedral appearance of the in vivo-expanded
empty phage head (Figs. 2 B and 3 B).
Our observations do not indicate if heat expansion follows
the same pathway as in vivo expansion other than that the
resulting structure is the same but for the loss of pentons. If
expansion occurs via a different mechanism with heat treat-
ment, as opposed to in vivo DNA packaging, then the release
of pentons could simply be a result of excess energy. How-
ever, the large movement the pentons undergo during in vivo
expansion, combined with the high degree of similarities in
the remaining heat-expanded versus in vivo-expanded capsid
lattices, leads us to favor a heat expansion mechanism that is
similar to that of in vivo expansion. As additional support for
our notion that heat expansion follows a similar pathway as in
vivo expansion, the in vitro expansion of the bacteriophage
HK97 has been thoroughly characterized (Lata et al., 2000;
Conway et al., 2001). In this case, expansion of HK97 was
induced by low pH rather than heat, but was shown to be
similar to the in vivo pathway.
Assuming heat expansion follows a similar pathway to in
vivo expansion, we propose that release of the penton during
heat expansion is the result of failure to stop the outward
movement of the penton that normally occurs during in vivo
expansion. Fig. 6 shows the conformation of a penton subunit
with respect to its neighboring hexon subunit in both the
empty phage head and the procapsid (Thuman-Commike
et al., 1999). We denote the region of interaction between the
hexon and penton subunits as the penton hinge. In the pro-
capsid (Fig. 6 B), this hinge is partially closed forming a V
shape, but in the in vivo-expanded empty phage head, this
hinge is wide open and ﬂat (Fig. 6 C). In the heat-expanded
capsid, this hinge is broken and the penton subunit released
(Fig. 6D). We propose that capsid protein interactions at this
hinge region become unstable during heat expansion and
account for penton release (Fig. 6 E ).
Possible mechanism for the stabilization of
pentons during in vivo expansion
Why does the outward movement of the penton fail to stop
during heat-induced expansion? The hexon subunits sur-
rounding the penton hole in the heat-expanded capsid do not
extend as far radially outward as those in the in vivo-
expanded empty phage head (Fig. 4D, outlined region). This
could indicate that the heat-expanded hexons fail to undergo
a conformational change required to maintain stability during
expansion. Previous investigations have shown that expan-
sion results in an increase in stability of capsids (Galisteo and
King, 1993; Steven et al., 1992; Ross et al., 1985); therefore
we ﬁnd it unlikely, though possible, that the hexons would
undergo the conformational transition usual to the matura-
tion of the capsid and then collapse back to the less stable
procapsid conformation. Instead, we prefer a model whereby
accessory proteins, such as the pilot proteins, gp7, 16, and 20,
that have been proposed to be located to the pentons (Thomas
and Prevelige, 1991), interact with the DNA and the penton
coat proteins keeping the pentons from releasing during DNA
packaging. The pilot proteins are still within the in vivo-
expanded heads, but are released from the heat-expanded
heads (Casjens and King, 1974, Fig. 1 a). Thus, these acces-
sory proteins could stabilize interactions at the hexon-penton
interface during dsDNA packaging. The pilot proteins (10–
20 copies each of the products of genes 7, 16, and 20) are
required for phage viability but not for assembly of
procapsids (Botstein et al., 1973; Casjens and King, 1974).
Addition of gp16 increases the rate of in vitro procapsid
assembly reactions using puriﬁed coat and scaffolding pro-
teins (Thomas and Prevelige, 1991). Thomas and Prevelige
(1991) also showed morphological differences between the
capsids assembled with and without gp16. These differences
FIGURE 6 Depiction of penton hinge formed between neighboring
penton and hexon subunits. (A) Surface representation of the in vivo-ex-
panded empty phage head indicating the position of the penton hinge.
Outlined in solid is a penton and hexon. The dotted box denotes the region of
a single penton and hexon subunit that was computationally extracted for
panels B and C, with the arrow indicating the viewing direction. (B–D) Side
view of the penton hinge between a hexon and penton subunit in the
bacteriophage P22 (B) procapsid, (C) in vivo-expanded empty phage head,
and (D) heat-expanded capsid. For the procapsid, the penton hinge was
computationally extracted from a previously determined scaffolding-con-
taining P22 procapsid (Thuman-Commike et al., 1999). (E) Cartoon repre-
sentation of the penton hinge transformation during both heat expansion and
in vivo expansion. Notice that in the procapsid, the hinge is partially closed
with the penton and hexon subunit tips near each another. After in vivo
expansion, the hinge is open, resulting in a ﬂat capsid ﬂoor and a greater
distance between the penton and hexon subunits tips. After heat expansion,
the hinge is broken and the penton subunit is released.
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have not yet been investigated in detail, but they suggest that
gp16 may play a role in the organization of the coat and
scaffolding proteins during assembly. Indeed, gp16 interacts
with both gp20 and coat proteins in vitro (Thomas and
Prevelige, 1991).
In addition to the possible role of pilot proteins in sta-
bilizing capsid structure, DNA is also likely to play a role.
A previously proposed DNA insertion mechanism involves
winding theDNAalong the inner procapsid surface, ﬁlling the
capsid from the outermost radius inward (Zhang et al., 2000).
As DNA ﬁlls the capsid during in vivo expansion, the hexon
subunits undergo a conformational change resulting in out-
ward movement of the hexon-penton interface (Prasad et al.,
1993; Zhang et al., 2000). Based on our results, we propose
that in vivo the interactions of the DNA with capsid proteins
and pilot proteins could stabilize the penton hinge, preventing
penton release. In the heat-expanded capsid, however, the
interactions with capsid proteins and pilot proteins are
disrupted, perhaps causing release of the pilot proteins. Thus,
in our model the interaction between the penton and hexon at
the hinge would be stressed from the extra outward move-
ment, forcing the penton to be released either due to steric
hindrance or instability at the hinge.
It is unlikely that DNA would be directly interacting with
coat protein at the penton positions because of the sharp
bends required of the DNA to make contact with the pentons,
but DNA might come into contact with the penton hinge
region next to the hexons. Although interactions between
any capsid proteins and the DNA in P22 have not been
directly observed (Zhang et al., 2000), this may be due to the
lack of icosahedral symmetry of the DNA within the capsid.
Regardless, the close proximity of the DNA to the capsid
shell and penton hinge, particularly during expansion, could
serve to anchor the penton in place within the capsid, perhaps
through interactions with the pilot proteins. Differential
scanning calorimetry of P22 procapsids has shown that the
expansion process is exothermic, producing an expanded
capsid that is in a lower energy state than the procapsid
(Galisteo and King, 1993). This suggests that after expansion
has been completed, the DNA and/or pilot proteins are no
longer required for penton stability, accounting for the
continued presence of the pentons even after the DNA has
been released from the capsid.
Penton release: a recurring theme
in dsDNA viruses
Morphogenesis is a recurring theme in the assembly of
dsDNA viruses. Adenoviruses, herpeseviruses, and dsDNA
isometric bacteriophages such as lambda, HK97, and P22
undergo a capsid maturation process involving the trans-
formation of an initial precursor capsid to a mature virion
(D’Halluin et al., 1978; King and Chiu, 1997; Rixon, 1993;
Casjens and Hendrix, 1988). The various conformational
changes that occur during this transformation, including
scaffolding exit, capsid lattice rearrangement, and capsid
enlargement, demonstrate that these viral proteins possess an
innate malleability during their life cycle and that many such
transformations are similar among diverse groups of viruses.
Here we observe another large-scale conformational
change—release of pentons during chemical or heat expan-
sion—broadening this recurring theme of large-scale confor-
mational changes. Penton release has been observed in other
bacteriophage and mammalian viruses, in addition to P22
bacteriophage. In adenovirus (Prage et al., 1970) and
herpesvirus (Newcomb et al., 1993), chemical treatments
have been shown to release the pentons from their capsids. In
these cases, interactions can be identiﬁed that play a role
similar to what we propose above, whereby DNA and/or
pilots interact with coat protein to prevent penton release.
Speciﬁcally, for adenovirus, the interaction of hexon protein
b-barrels with the penton protein are proposed to have a role
in penton protein release during cell entry (Stewart et al.,
1993). In the case of herpesvirus, it would seem likely that the
triplex proteins, which are located between the pentons and
hexons and are also released with herpesvirus pentons
(Newcomb et al., 1993), perform this stabilization function.
In bacteriophage T4 (Muller-Salamin et al., 1977) penton
release also results from treatment with a denaturant. In the
bacteriophage, penton release has no physiological role since
DNA is transferred to the host cell through the portal complex.
However, the fact that both mammalian viruses and bacteri-
ophage show this loss of pentons indicates the universality of
the instability of penton-hexon interactions.
The diverse conformational ﬂexibility of the coat proteins
within these various capsids contrasted with their similarities
in morphogenesis is striking. The ability of the various cap-
sids to release pentons suggests common interactions required
for capsid stabilization beyond that previously observed.
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